Recognizing Gestures on Projected Button Widgets with an RGB-D Camera Using a CNN

Abstract
Projector-camera systems can turn any surface such as tabletops and walls into an interactive display. A basic problem is to recognize the gesture actions on the projected UI widgets. Previous approaches using finger template matching or occlusion patterns have issues with environmental lighting conditions, artifacts and noise in the video images of a projection, and inaccuracies of depth cameras. In this work, we propose a new recognizer that employs a deep neural net with an RGB-D camera; specifically, we use a CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) with optical flow computed from the color and depth channels. We evaluated our method on a new dataset of RGB-D videos of 12 users interacting with buttons projected on a tabletop surface.
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**Introduction**

Projector-camera systems can turn any surface such as tabletops and walls into an interactive display (e.g. [6], [14]). By projecting UI widgets onto the surfaces, users can interact with familiar graphical user interface elements such as buttons. For recognizing finger gesture actions on the widgets, computer vision methods can be applied, and RGB-D cameras with color and depth channels can also be employed to provide data with 3D information. A prototype of a projector-camera setup for an interactive tabletop display is shown in Figure 1.

A basic problem is to recognize the gesture actions with the UI widgets. There are several challenging issues with projector-camera systems and the environmental conditions. One issue is the lighting in the environment: brightness and reflections can impair video quality and make events difficult to recognize. Since the camera is pointed at a projection image, there can be artifacts like rolling bands or blocks that show up in the video frames, and this can cause unrecognizable or phantom events. With a standard camera (no depth info), all the video frames may need to be heavily processed, which uses up computing cycles. With a depth camera, there are inaccuracies, noise and artifacts (see Figure 2 bottom image), which can cause recognition errors.

In this work, we address these challenges using a deep neural net approach. Deep Learning is a state-of-the-art method that has achieved excellent results in a variety of AI domains including computer vision problems (e.g. [LeCun et al., 2015]). We apply a standard CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) with dense optical flow images computed from the color and depth video channels. Our method aggregates the frame regions around each button widget into events using a voting scheme, and the events are aggregated into gestures based on the UI layout of the widgets. Moreover, our processing pipeline also uses the depth info to filter out frames without activity near the display surface to reduce computation cycles.

We evaluated our method using the latest version of the Intel RealSense RGB-D camera (D435) [4]. For collecting labeled data, we built a projector-camera setup with a special touchscreen surface to log the interaction events. We collected a set of gesture data with 12 users. The users interacted with buttons on a tablet style UI and a toolbar UI, and the gesture actions comprise 3 classes {Press, Swipe, Other}. The best optical flow component of our proposed method achieved 3.5% gesture error.

Our contributions include:
- A new method for recognizing gestures on button widgets for projector-camera systems based on deep neural networks
- A new dataset of RGB-D video frames of labeled gesture actions with button widgets on a surface

**Related Work**

In previous research systems, various computer vision and image processing techniques have been developed to detect gesture actions with button widgets for projector-camera systems. One approach is to model the finger (e.g. [3], [15]) or the arm [6], which typically involves some form of template matching. Another approach is to use occlusion patterns caused by the finger (e.g. [1], [12]).
For applying optical flow to action recognition, the method of [11] is used with normal video cameras but not with depth cameras and not with interaction on UI widget objects.

For RGB-D gesture action datasets, the MSR Daily Activity3D [13] is an example captured with a Kinect device (10 users, 16 activities, 2 reps). The Bighand2.2M [16] is a very large dataset (2.2M frames) of hand poses captured with the Intel RealSense device (SR300). These datasets do not have gesture actions with GUI widgets on a surface. We also use the new RealSense depth camera (D435), which produces less noise and artifacts (e.g. black areas in Figure 2b) than the previous version (SR300).

**Gesture Recognizer Pipeline**
The hardware setup with a projector and RGB-D camera is shown in Figure 1, and sample frames are shown in Figure 2. A diagram describing the video frame processing pipeline is shown in Figure 3.

The first part of the proposed pipeline uses the depth information to check whether something is near the surface on top of a region R centered at each button widget. To sense some of the surrounding action, we set R to be a square of size about four finger widths (~80 mm). The z-values of a small subsample of pixels \( \{P_i\} \) in R can be checked to see if they are above the surface and within some threshold of the surface's z-value. If not, no further processing is required, and this saves computation cycles.

Next, the dense optical flow is computed over each frame region R for the color and depth channels. One motivation for using optical flow is that it is robust against different background scenes, which in our case means different user interface designs and appearances. The optical flow approach has been shown to work successfully for action recognition in videos [11]. To compute the optical flow, we use the Farneback algorithm [2] in the OpenCV library [9]. The

![Figure 2: Projected UI of iPad style home screen image. (a) View as seen by user (from a photo). (b) Video frames from RGB-D camera, color and depth. These images have been cropped to save space.](image)

![Figure 3: Proposed pipeline for recognizing gestures on button widget.](image)
optical flow processing produces an x-component image and a y-component image for each channel: \{c0, c1\} for color and \{d0, d1\} for depth.

We classify these optical flow images using a CNN model as gesture actions on the buttons with labels \{Press, Swipe, Other\}. For the CNN, we employ a standard architecture with two alternating convolution and max-pooling layers, followed by a dense layer and a softmax layer, using the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) [8], which is suitable for integration with interactive applications.

A contiguous sequence of frame regions with activity over them accumulate in a buffer to form events. Each event buffer is classified and given a label by taking a vote of its frame regions’ classification labels. Each optical flow component is voted on separately.

Finally, concurrent button region events are aggregated into a gesture event associated with a target button. Typically, a single button is labeled as either Press or Swipe, and the other buttons are labeled as Other. These other events are caused by the fingers and hand intersecting the various buttons in the UI layout (e.g. Figure 2b). If the events are all labeled correctly, there is no problem. However, if more than one event is labeled as Press or Swipe, heuristics based on the layout, such as using the label of the top-left region (for a right-handed user) can be used to determine the correct target button.

**Collecting Labeled Data**

For training and testing the network, we collected labeled data using a special setup with a projector-camera system, and a touchscreen covered with white paper on which the user interface is projected. See Figure 1. The RGB-D camera (Intel D435) is mounted 50 cm from the surface. The touchscreen (Dell S2240T) can sense touch events through the paper, and each touch event’s timestamp and position are logged. The timestamped frames corresponding to the touch events are labeled according to the name of the pre-scripted tasks, and the regions around the widgets intersecting the positions are extracted. From the Intel D435 camera, we obtained frame rates that vary around 35-45 fps for both color and depth channels with the frames synchronized in time and spatially aligned.

We collected data from 12 participants. There are two parts totaling six tasks, with four gesture actions per task. The first part shows a tablet style UI, in which screenshots of iPad were projected on the surface. For the first screen ("slide to unlock"), the user was asked to make a swipe gesture (4 reps). For the second screen ("enter passcode"), the user was given a random 4-digit number and asked to enter it using tap gestures. For the third screen (home), the user was given a printout with 4 randomly highlighted icons and was asked to tap on them. See Figure 2 and Figure 4. The background images are scaled so that the projected buttons have the same size as on an iPad (15 x 15 mm). For the "slide to unlock" image, we added an underline to highlight the widget text to make it more visible (on the iPad the text is animated).

The second part shows a toolbar style UI, which we designed. Each button has a stripe on the bottom edge, and these buttons allow two types of interaction: swiping along the stripe or pressing on the button. The button size is 36 x 20 mm. In the toolbar, two buttons (far left and far right) are enabled and the middle three...
buttons are disabled and grayed out. See Figure 5. The first task (2 reps) is for the user to swipe on the two active buttons, and the second task (2 reps) to press on the same two buttons. The third task (2 reps) is to use the palm to cover and press down over the same two buttons. Using the palm is a way to get a common type of bad events; this is similar to the “palm rejection” issue of tabletop touchscreens and pen tablets.

The total number of labeled events (gesture actions) for the 12 users is: 12*[((4+4+4) + (4+4+4))] = 288.

In addition, based on the proposed pipeline above, we detect other events when the depth value over the center of a button is within some threshold (~16mm) of the surface’s z-value. This can occur when there are multiple rows of buttons as in the iPad home screen or the passcode keyboard (Figure 2 and Figure 5). When the user presses on a target button, some of the nearby buttons may be occluded. The number of these detected events is 280. The total number of labeled and detected events is 496.

A total of 5564 video frame image regions around the candidate buttons were extracted for each channel (color, depth) from the 496 events. For the swipe gesture, the touchscreen setup provided UP and DOWN timestamps that bound a time interval containing the frames of interest. For the press or tap gesture which usually registers as a single time point, we extracted the 10 frames (approximately 250 ms) centered at this time point. Each frame is labeled as one of three gesture classes {Press, Swipe, Other}.

Evaluation
We performed 4-fold cross validation. The dataset of 5564 frame image regions is partitioned into 4 subsets by cycling through the 496 events. The frames from each subset is used for testing for each round and the rest of the frames for training the CNN. Each optical flow component {c0, c1, d1, d1} is evaluated separately. The frame error is defined as the percentage of incorrectly classified frame labels, and the frame error after voting (Frame-V) is similarly defined. The gesture error is defined as the percentage of incorrectly classified gesture tasks performed by the user. These results are shown in Figure 6 and Table 1 (top half).

On the best optical flow stream (c0: color, x-component), the frame error 9.4% is reduced by the voting scheme to 1.5% event error, which rose up to 3.5% for the gesture error.

We also performed 4-fold cross validation across users to test how well the model works for unseen users. See Table 1 (bottom half). The errors are higher; on the best stream (U-c0: color, x-component), the frame error is 11.9% and the gesture error is 6.6%.

Conclusion & Future Work
We presented a new method to recognize gesture actions with UI widgets for projector-camera systems based on CNN and optical flow. We collected a new dataset of these interactions with labeled frames that are synchronized and aligned.
For future work, we plan to supplement our basic method to by doing fusion on the optical flow streams, using a sequence of frames by extending the architecture to employ RNN networks, and incorporate spatial information from the frames.
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